The system approach to the development of intellectual complexes in cancer diagnosis are discussed in the article. Distinctive features of this approach: the participation of pathologist at the stage of description of recognizable images (the description is based on traditional assessments of quality informative features of tumors); the set of the most similar probabilistic diagnoses is forming on the classification stage of recognition; final histological diagnosis is made by pathologist. The proposed approach has been successfully tested in clinical practice.
Introduction
Medical diagnostics from the position of smart metering systems is one of the most promising areas of pattern recognition. A large class of medical diagnostic systems is associated with image processing.
The procedure of image recognition in histological diagnosis intelligent systems is in the stages of macroscopic and microscopic analysis. Microscopic analysis is the final and most sophisticated diagnostic stage. Diagnostic conclusion is generated at this stage by using expert systems. In this context main attention in this work will be paid to the detection of tumors at the stage of microanalysis, and it is illustrated by practical examples. 
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Number of papers are dedicated to research and development of key provisions of the methodology of high-tech information-measuring cancer diagnosis complexes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
The purpose of this article is to develop an approach to the recognition of images in clinical intelligent systems of histological diagnostics of cancer diseases on the basis of light microscopy.
Materials and methods
Next provisions are the basis of a system approach to the development of intellectual complexes in cancer diagnosis. The purpose of these procedures is making a final diagnostic conclusion.
Results and discussion
In this context, the histological diagnosis intellectual system (based on recognition)
should be qualified as a decision support system (DSS) [4] . From this point of view, DSS should be considered as a tool for the pathologist. And accordingly, it is an essential point to consider development methods and construction means for histological diagnostics intelligent systems of cancer diseases for their use in clinical practice.
Analysis of the effectiveness of the proposed approach for the young (working experience up to 5 years) pathologists of the N. N. Blokhin Russian Cancer Scientific
Center showed that the use of the interactive recognition approach allowed to reduce the recognition error of 3.5 times.
Along with the above application of histological diagnosis intelligent system it can be used both in research and in teaching of medical students, and training of pathologist.
In addition, such systems can be used independently and in integration with hospital information system that ensures prompt analysis of the clinical data for the analyzed case.
Conclusions
We obtain the following main results.
Approach of interactive recognition of histological preparations microscopic images was proposed. It is based on our experience of research of images with complex spatial-luminance elements.
The approach is intended for use in histological diagnosis intelligent systems of cancer diseases.
The interactive recognition approach is based on procedures corresponded to the classical scheme of training of pathologist, which is important for its application in clinical practice at the present stage. The method involves the participation of pathologist to describe the images in traditional morphological qualitative characteristics of images of tumors.
The result of the decision at the final stage of recognition -classification of histological images of tumors is the set of most probable diagnoses that meet the examined (diagnosed) case.
The set of diagnostic variants is carried out by means of rating in the classification for the frequency of occurrence of combinations of informative features of images of the studied case in the reference base.
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The results of image recognition of tumors in histological diagnostics intelligent systems of cancer diseases are recommended. Pathologist gives final diagnostic conclusion.
It is advisable to create histological diagnosis intelligent systems on a single hardware and software platform for research and clinical information systems to improve the efficiency of their use.
